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Great Albatrosses are capable of traveling thousands of kilometers across the high sea 
without flapping their huge wings. Considering the absence of vertical (thermal) winds 
over open waters, the birds recur to a flight technique called dynamic soaring – a cyclic 
maneuver which is complex in nature but yet controversially discussed in flight 
mechanics as a focus of current research. 

The precise measuring of individual flight cycles by means of GPS is a navigation task 
subject to restrictive boundary conditions. Firstly the low “payload” enforces the use of 
very lightweight but rugged and completely self-contained receivers. Secondly the very 
long baselines in conjunction with the impossibility to ensure a static initialization 
impede the application of differential techniques. However the maneuver’s geometry 
demands for (low) decimeter accuracy mainly in the vertical plane at increased sampling 
rates (10 Hz). 

In order to meet these requirements, post-processing software has been developed with 
the use of temporal time-differences of L1 carrier-phase measurements. Provided phase-
lock, these measurements are both precise and free from any ambiguity. The use of 
external correction data allows reducing the impact of drifting errors on the position 
solution, which makes the approach acutely suitable for the time-spans to be analyzed 
in the present scope. 

This lecture is intended to give an insight into the algorithm of the present processing 
approach by discussing both advantages and shortcomings. Aside from these theoretical 
aspects, all the equipments used and some impressions are referenced from our 
2008/09 Albatross measurement campaign at Kerguelen Archipelago (49°S 70°E). 


